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Welcome to the third issue of
The Blue Notebook

We have had a continued response to the call for 
articles, which is promising. Vol.2 No.2, due out next
April has a great selection of writers already, and 
we look forward to receiving more proposals for 
Vol.3 No.1 (October 2008) and for future issues.
Please do contact us with proposals for future 
contributions; submission guidelines can be found on
our website at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm

Thanks to the writers in this issue for the marvellous
selection of articles, which we hope you enjoy reading:

Melanie Bush and Emma Powell (UK)
Alan Halsey (UK) 
Sarah Jacobs (UK) 
Mike Nicholson (UK)
Tate Shaw (USA) 
Chris Taylor (UK)

Thanks also to the artists who accepted Tom Sowden’s 
invitation to produce artwork for this issue: 

Amin Musa (UK)
Jackie Batey (UK) 
Manya Doñaque (UK) 
Joan Ainley (UK)

Special thanks to Helen Murgatroyd (UK) for 
producing the beautiful cover for this issue, and for 
the subscriber’s badge design. Helen supplied two
designs, and as we thought they were both brilliant, 
we used the second design for the end page logo. 

Many thanks also to our referees who have done a
wonderful job of reviewing the written submissions 
this summer: 

Susan Johanknecht (UK) 
Maria Fusco (UK) 
Paulo Silveira (Brazil) 
Buzz Spector (USA) 
Ulrike Stoltz (Germany) 
Tom Trusky (USA)

And finally, thanks to all of our readers out there, for
your support by subscribing - we couldn’t do it without
you. We hope you will continue to subscribe and enjoy
The Blue Notebook.

Sarah Bodman
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Fig. 3, Spread, I have a dollar Amber Hares, Visual Studies Workshop Press,
Rochester, NY, 2007

Fig. 2, Recto/verso, I have a dollar Amber Hares, Visual Studies Workshop Press,
Rochester, NY, 2007

Fig. 1, “Apartment item guide” I have a dollar: a book and four rooms
April 9, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20, 2007 Amber Hares
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WALKING THROUGH WALLS:
MEDITATIONS ON RECTO/VERSO

Tate Shaw

Here are a series of interiors, either views of the inside
of rooms or occurrences taken place within the mind.
If books are places we enter into, then their quarters
imply closeness. In a spatial context, interior is 
synonymous with intimacy. Walls make for interiors.
That which is before a wall is distinctive from what is
behind it, and the same applies from the opposite side.
A book’s pages and walls go hand-in-hand; a page may
be seen as a wall, defining spaces within the delimited
book. I’m interested in the shared boundary of a page,
or recto/verso, as a point of singularity. What is the
potential for the shared boundary to distort space and
time? Regard, for half a second, the act of turning. 
To move from recto to verso is an unmistakable 
repositioning. When you alternate between two sides 
of the same thing, perceptual gaps are occurring.
Perhaps these gaps are like atoms shifting in the
metaphorical walls so it seems we are capable of
walking straight through them. In this way, it is possible
to see the page, or wall, less like matter and more as a
process of physical and mental energies. 

****

Problem: Amber Hares is to present a book publicly.
To read requires sufficient privacy, the feeling of
aloneness. A book is for other people to read or know
about, therefore public. 

Hares decides to invite people to her apartment, a 
suitably private place, so they may read her book, 
I have a dollar. She sends out invitations, announces it 
in the paper, sets schedules, arranges objects around
her rooms, makes a map of said objects, provides a
downstairs door attendant, and charges a quarter to
enter. 

I arrive at 6:45 am, when the sun is still low, horizon-
wise. Hares is found seated on the couch with her feet
off the floor and tucked under the rest of her. She
doesn’t speak but writes in a notebook. In my hands 
I hold a floor plan (Fig. 1) with twenty-six numbered
items of interests in Hares’ apartment. I have a dollar, 
a petite-sized book of thirty-eight pages, is no.1, 
listed as blue, the colour of its cover. But first I want 
to explore so I walk throughout the four rooms quietly,
save my shifting weight on creaky floors. I inspect most
of the sites: hand-drawn table settings, writing on 
walls, actual ants impaled with straight pins, jewellery
collections, a word search on the bathroom floor, dead

flowers, tiny laboratory slides, and a good deal more.
Alice in Wonderland comes to mind. At certain times 
I feel gigantic. At others moments I feel shrunk and 
displayed inside a Joseph Cornell box. 

Eventually, I relocate I have a dollar and rest my legs
aside Hares’ table to read it through. I am at an
oblique angle from the author on the couch. 
Peripheral to my vision is the thick morning light
through the room’s large window. Glancing over the
book’s contents I recognise things I have seen in the
apartment (ants, blue, earrings, guests). Right away I
read a poem that makes use of the passage from recto
to verso as a physical comma. Next I slide into a page
made from folded wax paper that holds a flower’s tiny
stem and dried petals. I go beyond rows of dashes and
sideways carets (Fig. 2). I pass through several types of
semi-translucent papers witnessing words and letters
that seem trapped between stratums. 

I pace past poetic lines: “Time is too small, and I 
accumulate so quickly.” A loose baggie, sealed, 
collecting pink eraser crumbs, seems to have 
materialised in my palm. I keep stride with more 
stories, then step into a “Menu.” Meanwhile my 
arm rests on Hares’ table where outlines of a plate 
and cutlery have been sketched. I hear Hares writing,
and the sound weaves into my internal reading voice.
Back in the book, I slip into another wax envelope
where a list poem of “summaries” includes “dusty sills,
a blue room*, white shutters.” The asterisk draws my
attention to the bottom where it says, “*I want a blue
room”(Fig. 3). Then I realise I am holding Hares’
sought-for space. Each page is a white shutter 
acknowledging windows to the world beyond its cadet
blue cover. Accordingly, I turn to the actual window
where I find the sun has risen to be an orange-yellow
orb. It is much higher in the sky than before. The sun,
relatively small, fits with ease through the window and
repositions itself in the interior of the book. At this
point I continue to pass through the walls, turning
around in circles to read the first of three signatures. 
I begin to question how such a slim volume can take so
long to examine, and how so much could possibly be
contained in its diminutive bounds. 

Answer: Amber Hares’ solution to publicly open her
private residence maximises the potential to affect the
reader. Reading is a condition that shares a boundary
between private and public states of being. 

****

I live in an apartment house of the type typically found
in medium-sized American cities. In our one house,
split into four apartments, two on top, two on bottom,
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Fig. 4, Documentation, “The Diaspora was a Success, it’s Zionism that Failed” performed by Marshall Weber, 2007 
Photographs by Scott McCarney

Fig. 7a, Recto/Verso, Domestic Philosophy Chris Burnett, self-published, 1980
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two in front, two behind, live four men singly. I am
down front. Above me lives a biology teacher with a
heavy-footed gait. He carries on ten feet overhead, 
living life in his space contiguous to mine. At some
point I understood our apartments to have the same 
layout: his kitchen is above my kitchen, living rooms 
on top of one another, bedroom over bedroom, and
corresponding bathrooms. My mental construct of his
apartment is a replica of my own: his chairs are where
I have chairs, his bed rests in the same place as mine
and so on. 

Sometimes I’ll be seated in the living room 
endeavoring to read a passage that his footsteps 
disrupt as he walks to the kitchen. I follow his passage
from room to room along with the lines I am reading.
The sounds of his footsteps, added to the words, make
my singular act plural. He runs the faucet for a glass of
tap water. At once I am seated with a book in the living
room, while simultaneously drinking water in the
kitchen. Sometimes, when I’m sleeping and his alarm
goes off above me, I tap his snooze button three times
in half an hour. Lying there sluggish, lamenting getting
up, I have also risen to shower, clomping along the
wooden floor, my ceiling. 

Two forms sharing a boundary link together making
one, although it is obvious where they split in two,
when turning it over in the mind. Sharing a physical
boundary perceptually forms an unbroken sequence 
in time. Alternating between the movements of my
neighbour and my own state, the order of events is
obliterated.

****

Conflicts arise when neighbours share a border.
In a recent performance1 called “The Diaspora was 
a Success, it’s Zionism that Failed,” Marshall Weber
standing barefoot, dressed in jeans and a T-shirt, did a
four-step pivot between his front and backside. On the
front of his T-shirt was emblazoned Palestine, his back
adorned with Israel. Vacillating back and forth, he 
tottered in a semi-circle march - Palestine, Israel,
Palestine, Israel, Palestine, Israel - a human recto/verso
bound, as it were, on his left hand side (Fig. 4).
Watching Weber, the reminder of a shared divide
between these states was evermore clear, though it 
is not the militarised wall, constructed by Israel, 
effectively imprisoning those within the West Bank.
Like the performer’s flesh filling out his T-shirt, the
shared boundary binding them is that of bone, blood,
meat, skin, and hair. 

There is a line past which the body is no longer the
body as it decomposes, breaking down into smaller,

simpler parts. The body will eventually relent, as
demonstrated by Weber, noticeably scattered, whose
dizzying actions forced him to take a seat at last, or else
lose his equilibrium. 

****

It was recently explained to me how instable the 
number two may be seen-always desiring to be one or
three.2 Two contiguous pages sharing a boundary, a
recto/verso, could be seen as one piece of paper. 
Or consider that in our turning act, stepping through
the recto wall, we reveal not only the verso but also a
corresponding recto. In trying to read two, we view
three. 

This instable state of being double, or duplicity, is the
subject of Domestic Philosophy by Chris Burnett. Observe
the dotted line that divides the cover into right and left
(Fig. 5). This motif is carried through the rest of the
book’s forty or so pages in several ways. The graphic
refers to a figurative understanding of space, for one. 
Get a pencil and paper, draw a cube, and don’t neglect
the dotted axis-code for the back corner-through the
front plane signified simply by a square (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 5, Cover, Domestic Philosophy Chris Burnett, 
self-published, 1980

Fig. 6, (cube drawing)

 



Fig. 7b, Recto/Verso, Domestic Philosophy Chris Burnett, self-published, 1980
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Fig. 9, Recto/Verso, For Fans and Scholars Alike Ulises Carión, Visual Studies Workshop Press, Rochester, 1987
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With this in mind, view a few other pages with implied
intersections to give the appearance of sides or corners
(Fig. 7 a, b). In Burnett’s “open house,” we are often
ambling up to the perspective of meeting walls. Taken
as a whole, the book is an intricate system of interiors
where we tour left and right to view the confounding
expanse of this place, its décor and furnishings. Our
easy strides through the walls causes us to turn around
and look back in the direction where we have been. In
fact, this home’s interior is made up from American,
women’s magazines from 1941, 1951, 1964, and 1978.
The dotted line motif connects here, too, as Burnett’s
opening statement makes evident: “I have come to see
the landscape of home and the entire present not as a
‘given’ but as a constellation of other places and other
times. Their split configuration reminds us that to
dwell is to continually remake home.”3  You might also
say the graphic alludes to ways of doubling the paper,
as in a fold line, which is in keeping, I think, with a
physical description of time.

This brings us to yet another use of the graphic 
reference: the before and after (Fig. 8). The before and
after must have been around as long as a mass media
culture, as long as there have been products to sell and
evidence of their effectiveness necessary. The before
and after is often illustrated on our bodies, divided 
into right and left. Domestic Philosophy includes a three-
paragraph introduction with sentences spliced together
from the same magazines that provided the book’s

imagery. Here is a favourite line: “When the newness
wears off -what is left (1964).”4 Notice the word “left”
which leaves us hanging. The “after” too will fade, so
we look upon it as the “before,” or - if you’ll pardon
the space-pun - “left.” If time is described linearly, then
“before” equals left, or back. This is the directional
inclination, moreover, in our English language - 
left to right, top to bottom. But in an interior such as
Burnett’s, where every page is an erected wall section,
the before and after emerge as conflated. Domestic
Philosophy describes the past and future as one plane
bisected by an axis, the present. Additionally, try and
describe the before and after while stepping through
the recto into the verso side, and then doing an about
face. Dub the recto before, and the verso after. Now do
this backwards, walking from verso - calling it before -
into the recto, or after. Our hinged language pivots
with time. So that, in summary, we might declare,
“Wallpapers have nostalgic newness (1951).”5

****

Reading For Fans and Scholars Alike by Ulises Carión (my
apologies to Perec6): 

He put mysterious, shape-shifting graphics on every
recto. He put repeated i’s in rows and columns on
every verso of the book (Fig. 9). I understand where
there is a verso, there are i’s. I do not turn to view the
i’s, I no longer see there are versos. I know what is
behind this recto; behind this recto there are i’s. 
I no longer know this verso is a verso, I no longer 
know what a verso is. I know that in this book there 
are versos, and if there were no versos, there would 
be no rectos; if there were no i’s, there would be no 
puzzling pictures. But because I understand i’s are 
on every verso, and no longer turn to see the versos,
they no longer delimit and define the rectos, separating
them from other rectos where other curious images are
placed; the i’s are nothing more than particles of the
recto, the i’s are basic units of the rectos, attracting 
and repelling one another to occupy space. So I forget
the rectos, I no longer look at them; I no longer know
how to look at them. He put i’s on every verso so as to
forget there was a verso, but in forgetting the verso, 
I forget the recto, too. The rectos become the versos.
The mysterious pictures arise from i’s; the i’s are the
condition for the pictures to be mysterious. 
The i’s on the versos determine the rectos becoming
rectos. So I need to be forever aware of what consists
of many i’s, and to be attending to the many i’s, in
order that they may become what they are intended 
to be, something mysterious. 

****

Fig. 8, Recto, Domestic Philosophy Chris Burnett
self-published, 1980
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Fig. 10, Cover, The Nameless Dead Clifton Meador
PABA Publishing, New Haven, 2004

Fig. 11a, Recto/Verso, The Nameless Dead Clifton Meador
PABA Publishing, New Haven, 2004
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For preliminaries, it seem imperative you read 
condensed descriptions of two works, first, 
The Nameless Dead (Fig. 10), a book by Clifton Meador:

You start off The Nameless Dead in a car, hot and 
disoriented, with narcolepsy-like symptoms, turning
pages of a sickly, gray-green landscape. Within a few
spreads, you pay your driver 200 of something, you 
get a small guidebook that tells you about the ruthless
Genghis Khan, and discover - skipping ahead - 
that you are in Khiva, a city with a savage history 
of slavery. The guidebook in your hands has sinewy, 
dreamlike, black-line renderings of the structures all
around you, which in turn are represented through
colour photographs with an emphasis on browns and
greens. You make your way around the city, which
occasionally appears to be a model construction you
float high above. You view minarets, towers, and 
mausoleums. You are told of a saint, shown the site 
of his and many unidentified graves. You imagine the
dead may hang around the saint for some “holiness to
rub off on them,” and then something dawns you,
who, up until now, have been addressed in the 
second-person narrative voice, and you ask: 
“am I dead?” I, the narrator, begins to look at things
differently. I enters the interior of a throne room.
Vibrant colour photographs of woven tapestries are
paired with line-drawn sketches of the same. These
pairings have rich significance since the book asks
metaphysical questions about free will; the sketched
patterns, removed and viewed independently of the 
tapestries, are both their coding for creation and the
stark, black and white reminder of death. After that,
through four, full-bleed spreads, I’s view of the world is
vivid and psychedelically imbued, then suddenly things
go stark white and you are addressed in second person
again, and told to put your guidebook down. There are 
obviously more of you tourists around, and I, Tate,
cannot be expected to explain what happens next so
here is what I, Meador, says: “ The ‘me’ of who I am 
is nothing more than a constellation of impulses, 
given structure by accidents of wiring and experience,
a frighteningly fragile construction, which is always 
teetering near dissolution and fragmentation.”7

Over a few more spreads, everything - the photos,
drawings, words - are reduced to smaller particles - 
and I, the reader, close the book.

Now “The Wall and the Books,” an essay by Jorge
Louis Borges:

In “The Wall and the Books,” Borges muses on the
Great Wall of China and the emperor who ordered its
creation, Shih Huang Ti - a man who also decreed that
all books prior to his dynasty be burned. According to
Borges’ research, those who were found possessing old

books were branded like cattle and made to aid in
building the Great Wall. He reasons, “Perhaps the 
wall was a metaphor, perhaps Shih Huang Ti 
sentenced those who worshiped the past to a task as
immense, as gross and as useless as the past itself.”8

After reflection, Borges determines the monumental
acts of construction and destruction may cancel out
one another. Now the Great Wall is more a testament
to the past than any library turned to ash.
“Generalising from the preceding case,” deduces
Borges, “we could infer that all forms have their virtue
in themselves and not in any conjectural ‘content.’”9

The Nameless Dead and “The Wall and the Books” 
will forever be related in my mind. I will draw a few
connecting lines in an attempt to make clear what they
share. First, you have two emperors, Genghis Khan
and Shih Huang Ti. Khan is highly figured in The
Nameless Dead (though his significance is downplayed 
in my synopsis) and Shih Huang Ti is essential to 
“The Wall and the Books.” Khiva, the city you tour 
in Meador’s book, was chained to a system of
dominance much the same way as Borges’ description
of those enslaved to work on the wall. Both pieces 
are exceptional for their use of history - Borges,
metaphorically, and Meador, phenomenologically - 
to describe aesthetic conditions. 

The “imminence of a revelation,”10 is how Borges 
puts it, and I would emphasise the nearness of
cohesion. Whereas the Meador quote earlier, in a 
post revelatory state, perhaps, speaks of “dissolution,”
and “fragmentation.” There is a fused-ness in the 
middle, a singularity between these works. 
The authors’ position vis-à-vis the aesthetic encounter
is face to face but on opposite  sides of a wall. 

Connecting this with recto/verso, reflect on the turning
of a page and how it may very well represent the verge
of said aesthetic phenomenon. You are reading a book
by an artist, say, and on the recto side of the wall, you
understand the book is trying to tell you something.
You almost have it apprehended when you slip through
to the verso, thinking the answer is on the other side,
and when you turn around to view it you know 
something to be true but the core of the idea is 
inconclusive. So you combine the two sides in your
mind and call this the answer. Look at a figure example
in the recto/verso views of the guidebook you were
given in The Nameless Dead (Fig. 11a). Observe the recto
as a verso and vice versa. You may accept for half a
second, that this picture seems right, but then it seems
all wrong. Something is missing, a third component,
perhaps. You accept what is across the gutter to be the
missing element. Notice how in Meador’s spread the
overall composition makes a cube, like you sketched
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Fig. 11b, Spread, The Nameless Dead Clifton Meador
PABA Publishing, New Haven, 2004

Fig. 11c, Recto/Verso, The Nameless Dead Clifton Meador
PABA Publishing, New Haven, 2004

 



out earlier, something with an interior space (Fig. 11b).
But now things feel partitioned, and you want to step
through again, so you do, but the same thing happens
as before. You know there is more knowledge in the
next interior page, so you implore, “What is inside
there?” which slowly turns into “How do I get in there?”11

exactly as Meador’s I has, in the last example pictured
here (Fig. 11c). It goes on like this; you walk through
one wall and the next, hoping to reach the solid core
through which your atoms cannot fraction and find a
passage.   

Of course, I am sure there are those readers for 
whom walking through walls remains unclear. Given
the foregoing acknowledgements of recto/verso,
accepting the gaps between each of the disconnected
segments, I am curious to know which readers are still
with me. How - when you start off reading an article 
in a reputable publication - do you end up here? 
There are no guarantees, I suppose. But if you made 
it this far, you will not be surprised to find out where
we are. The interior here is the bookshelf of my mind
where I have The Nameless Dead directly next to a
Borges collection that includes “The Wall and the
Books.” I am their shared boundary. When I am 
reading one, the other is revealed. So I read the other
afterwards, only to have the one from before become
clear. Shared boundaries, such as myself, are like this. 
I am trying to understand what Borges said about 
all forms having their virtue in themselves. 
There are books, such as The Nameless Dead, where 
this idea comes alive. But in knowing this book, where
Meador’s I may be dead, is to know forms expire,
decompose, break down into simple parts, are, in fact,
already transmutable particles. So I am left to settle on
which is right by turning it over and over in my mind. 

Notes

1. The performance took place at the “Action/
Interaction” Conference, Columbia College Chicago,
June 8, 2007.

2. This idea came from a private conversation with
Chris Burnett about his research at the time he worked
on Domestic Philosophy. 

3. Domestic Philosophy Chris Burnett, self-published,
1980, p4.

4. Ibid. p5.

5. Ibid. p6.

6. The form for this section was appropriated 
from Georges Perec’s “Species of Spaces/Espèces 
d’espaces,” in particular the section called “Walls”
within the section “The Apartment.” Species of Spaces
and Other Pieces, Georges Perec, edited and translated 
by John Sturrock, Penguin Books, London, 1997.

7. The Nameless Dead Clifton Meador, PABA Publishing,
New Haven, 2004, p91. 

8. “The Wall and the Books” in Labyrinths: selected stories
and other writings Jorge Louis Borges, New Directions
Publishing, New York, 1964, p189.

9. Ibid. p189.

10. Ibid. p189.

11. The Nameless Dead Clifton Meador, PABA
Publishing, New Haven, 2004, p39. 

Tate Shaw is a writer, book artist, and co-publisher 
of Preacher’s Biscuit Books in Rochester, New York. 

He works with Visual Studies Workshop Press, 
currently manages the Independent Press Archive at
VSW, and teaches in their MFA programme. 

Shaw is on the advisory board of Journal of Artists’ Books
( JAB) and Artists’ Books Online. 

He is coordinating “Pace and Place,” the 10th Biennial
Book Arts Fair and Conference at Pyramid Atlantic
Arts Center, Silver Spring, Maryland, in 2008.
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Full Circle/Random Journey catalogue, Emma Powell, Melanie Bush, Louise Mcdonald, 2006

ABC exhibition at The University of Northampton, May 2007
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MEETING IN THE MIDDLE - 
A BOOK ARTS COLLABORATION

Melanie Bush and Emma Powell

This article explores the collaborative working practices
of Louise Bird, Melanie Bush and Emma Powell. 
It covers our recent venture - ‘we love your books’, our
open exhibitions and our own work. The article was
written collaboratively by Melanie and Emma.

OUR COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
‘We love your books’ is a creative collaboration
between UK book artists Emma Powell from 
De Montfort University, Leicester, and Melanie Bush
and Louise Bird from The University of Northampton.
We make artists’ books collaboratively and individually,
teach Book Arts to our students and curate an annual
open Book Arts exhibition at The University of
Northampton, UK.

The collaboration grew from the work of two graphic
designers/artists, building on their converging interests
and reasons for exploring the book as a medium.
Melanie started making books as a means to 
communicate therapeutic stories, whilst Emma was
exploring altered books as part of her PhD research
work into rejectamenta.  Later Louise joined the 
collaboration as an illustrator, printmaker and 
book artist.

Through our work, teaching and ‘open’ exhibitions we
are trying to creatively expand the definition of book
arts.

The word “book”, like the word “art”, defies 
simple definition. Just as there are many kinds of
art, there are many kinds of books: textbooks,
comic books, pop-up books, fine press books,
altered books, conceptual books. The list is 
limited only by imagination and creativity… 
The only way to become a book artist is to 
practice. Make a lot of books, hone your skills,
and in time you will master the craft.”
(Thomas D. & Thomas P., 2004, p8/9)

As practitioners and curators the work that inspires 
us is tactile, interactive, hand made, visually rich and
innovative, experimental, and sometimes raw and 
accidental. We consider that artists’ books, whether
word or image-based, are a poetic expression. 
The themes we have embraced have included: 
adoption - altered books - collaboration - collections -
complexity - fold and unfold - generic versus personal -

interaction - layers - life stories - random choices -
recycling - rules - secrets - selection - therapy - and
‘what is a book?’.

As educators, we are used to brainstorming together 
to generate design briefs and so we found that when 
we come together to generate new exhibition themes,
different and richer ideas come from our collaborative,
creative dialogue. This is also the case for our 
collaborative catalogues of the exhibitions. We all 
pool ideas and from this something new and more
experimental emerges. We then go away and create 
our own part which allows for difference, finally 
coming together again to construct our final outcomes
as a group. We exploit the fact that we have limited
time together; it means we accept randomness, change
and variability. When working on individual projects
we also often test ideas out on each other and the 
feedback we get informs our development. For the ABC
exhibition (2007) we decided to make a joint alphabet
of cubes, we allocated letters and we had no idea how
the whole would come together until we set it up.

What unites us is a love of reading, the joy of
collecting ephemera, a love of colour and pattern, 
a tactile approach, a desire to communicate narratives,
a passion for what we do, a love of creative type, 
a crossing over disciplines, an interest in arts, crafts 
and design which is much wider than the discipline of
graphic design and a love for others’ books. We are
also united by a collaborative process that merges the
professional with the personal.

Emma has created our website, which showcases our
past work and exhibitions. It includes images of the
exhibited work, exhibition set up and private views. 
It also has ideas and ‘trigger words’ related to each new
theme. We also use the website as a research resource
for our students, when they are discovering Book Arts.
To date we have curated three exhibitions with a fourth
planned for May 2008.

INDIVIDUAL WORKS

Emma
The work I create is predominantly based around the
use of rejectamenta. This includes anything that has 
been discarded - items such as tickets, packaging and
decommissioned library books. I am currently creating
experimental artists’ books and prints for a PhD in
Sustainable Design at Kingston University, UK. 
As part of this research, alongside my own 
practice, I am investigating the selection and use of
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rejectamenta by a range of international artists and
designers. This has been carried out via an on-line
questionnaire and can be viewed, with examples of
my work, at www.rejectamenta.com. 

The field of practitioners using rejectamenta is 
international and broad as it lacks barriers to entry. 
It covers artisans and artists and ranges from those that
use recycled materials out of necessity to those that use
them purely for aesthetic reasons.

… in the last few decades creative people have
increasingly made a deliberate choice to make 
art - whether functional or merely beautiful or
surprising - from discards. 
(Herman L, 1998, p8)

My book works are created from a range of
manufactured materials including recycled books, 
card, papers and containers. The books tend to be
quite small in scale, usually smaller than A4, and the
imagery is generally created from my collection of
rejectamenta. These items are stored in numerous
boxes in my studio and they are sporadically sorted
into collections of similar objects. Other times I take a
'lucky-dip' approach and randomly pull out pieces that
inspire a book or print series. I am generally drawn to
rejectamenta that contains elements including type,
pattern, colour or texture.

When I start to work with the rejectamenta I often
investigate it close-up using a digital microscope. This
reveals patterns associated with the printing process
and other minute details that are usually overlooked.
The dots that are part of the printing process have
become a predominant feature in much of my work. 
I have explored this through the use of CMYK layers
in screenprinting and generally through the repetition
of a circular theme throughout the body of work.

As my work uses recycled materials there is an 
underlying environmental aspect to the research.
Wherever possible I have experimented with ‘greener’
alternatives to more conventional solutions. The
screenprinting I do uses water-based, often recycled
inks and I am currently experimenting with pre-coated
screens that are exposed in sunlight. The photo-etching
that I do uses recycled zinc off-cuts and Lazertran 
photocopied imagery.

Being part of ‘we love your books’ and running yearly
book exhibitions has taken my work in a more book-
orientated direction. It has also helped to fully integrate
my own practice, research and degree-level teaching.

Melanie

And because the stories were held here in fluid
form, they retained the ability to change, to
become new versions of themselves, to join up
with other stories and so became yet other stories. 
(Rushdie S, 1990, p83)

Like many others, I fell into bookmaking when I wasn’t
particularly looking and because I had a story to tell.
Trained as a graphic designer, I worked in London as 
a pack designer, and then moved into teaching. 
In 2000/01, I took a year’s sabbatical to do a full time
MA in Visual Communication at The University of
Central England (Birmingham). 

My project was to examine personal adoption 
narratives; investigating how to tell complex, poignant
and painful family stories to children of various ages.
So I reflected on the best format to communicate my
multi-layered, multi-perspective stories. I started to
make books with folds which invited the reader to look
closer, explore, discover and ask questions - a ‘temporal
parallelism... in the flatlands of paper’ (Tufte, 1998,
p173). I tested my early ideas with [Unwrapping [My
Year] 2000], an entry to Cally Barker’s Millennium
Book project (www.thebookproject.org) and it was
accepted. I was hooked. One of my influences was the
poetic quality of Lee Hall’s “Spoonface Steinberg” -
‘the best texts, regardless of medium, are poetic’
(Heathcote, 2000, p36). The form of the subsequent
book I created, Parcel Story - Evryday Baby, was described
as like watching a film. As the work evolved it became
apparent that it was more than a personal project, that
it had value for the wider adoption and therapeutic
audience.  The work had succeeded ‘to join up with
other stories and so [become] yet other stories’. 
I carried out some workshops with social and 
family workers. I wrote, illustrated and made another
therapeutic book, Waterfall (2004) for a child outside the
adoption context.

However, in 2004 I experienced personal events that
caused my subsequent book making to be more 
therapeutic for me than the audience and to move
away from adoption for the time being. Simultaneously,
Emma and I were in dialogue about our personal work
and how we had arrived at a meeting point through
our book work.

My more recent book works are responses to our 
exhibition themes. However, ideas from earlier books
live on in a number of ways including wraps, 
un/folding, collaboration, layered perspectives and
secrets. My books vary from being word based and
graphically designed, such as Abecedarium for Bibliopoesy
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(2007), an open edition lexicon created for book artists,
to image-based books such as Exhibits Unseen (2007), a
second stage development from an altered book for
Sarah Bodman’s Regenerator project, where, as my work
progressed, different strands of inspiration gave it new
directions. It evolved into random juxtapositions,
abstract outcomes held loosely together by themes in
Orwell’s 1984, or contraries such as the USSR versus
USA, searching versus looking and (sometimes) finding
versus seeing.

Louise 
As a graphic designer and illustrator I have a passion
for printmaking, collections of ephemera, drawing and
painting. My own work often takes inspiration from
personal memories and experiences, not only my own
but of others too. Through my own projects I have
experimented with many methods of printmaking. 
The final piece often involves bookmaking and 
photography brought in to printmaking. More recently
I have begun to go back to my childhood and the way 
I drew then, incorporating these pen and ink drawings
in to collaged backgrounds. I try to use a book format
that enhances the narrative and journey in some way.
The book as a format is often used purely as a vehicle
to tell the story. I am now beginning to look at how
narratives change through the medium used and how
the story unfolds as a result.

OUR OPEN EXHIBITIONS
All our exhibitions are -not-for-profit- - we do them
because we love books. We first started our 
collaborative open exhibitions at The Gallery, The
University of Northampton, UK in May 2005 with
Meeting in the Middle. This was followed in May 2006
with Full Circle/Random Journey and in May 2007 with 
A (is for add), B (is for book), C (is for collaborate). Our next
exhibition, planned for 2008, is on the theme Re:.
Selected work from this exhibition will also travel on 
to Great Linford Arts Workshop, Milton Keynes in
June/July 2008.

Our intent, with all the exhibitions, is to create a 
dialogue between the visitor and a range of creative,
innovative and experimental books. These, we hope,
challenge the nature of ‘the book’ as well as inspiring
and intriguing the viewer. Most of the books that we
exhibit are out on table-tops for people to interact with.
In fact, it is this aspect that makes our shows so 
popular - with many people coming back for repeat
viewings and to look through every book. 
Our exhibitions are always open to both students and
professional book artists. As our exhibitions have 
developed over the last three years we have recently

implemented criteria for selection. This ensures that
selected entries are of a high standard showing 
creativity and/or innovation.

Our first two exhibitions established us within the 
book arts arena and led to the formation of the 
collaborative ‘we love your books’. We received entries
from professional book artists working in many other
countries, including the USA, Poland, Japan, New
Zealand, Germany and Italy. Many inventive structures
were exhibited which demonstrated innovation and a
fresh approach to book-works. A few of the books are
discussed below and more can be seen on our website.
After the exhibitions take place in early summer, we
then spend part of the summer collaboratively 
designing and making a limited edition artist’s book
catalogue of each exhibition.

All contributing artists are invited to donate their 
books to our growing archive and a University of
Northampton Library, Special Collection of Artists’
Books, started in 2006. This Special Collection is 
continuing to expand. We add to it each time we
attend an artist’s book fair. We are grateful that the
University of Northampton Library has supported 
this financially and has given us, as curators, the 
freedom to select books for the collection.

Meeting in the Middle (2005)
Meeting in the Middle reflected Emma and Melanie’s 
first discussions about book arts. Melanie had been
exploring the communication of complex and 
difficult stories about adoption to children, whilst
Emma had been creating books from found objects
and rejectamenta. We aimed to involve our students
along the way, and they were briefed to design the
poster inviting entries and promoting the exhibition.

The exhibition space at The University of
Northampton is light and airy and conducive to 
lingering. The books were mostly laid out en-masse 
to invite people in to touch and experience them. 
Some of the book-works were incredibly detailed 
and definitely not suited to being hidden away in a
locked case. When the books arrived, opening up each
package was a delightful experience - we never knew
what to expect.

Here is a summary of some of the books: Anastassia
Karaoli sent us a great book made from a pair of
gloves sewn together which had a series of mini-books
hidden between each finger. Craig Barber created a
range of metal books contained within a wire cage.
Rhian Bebb’s book was a selection of strips of type
and texture woven together and held in place with a
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grid of nails. Jessica Burbank constructed a book about
domesticity from kitchen sponges and implements.
Tommaso Durante submitted a limited edition book
with a hole drilled all the way through it and Michael
Leigh sent us a wounded, bandaged book.

Visitors enjoyed this exhibition leaving comments such
as “interesting and thought provoking”  (Bootle, N.)
and “what a great, innovative exhibition” (Williams,
H.). We were encouraged by this to make the open 
exhibition a yearly event.

Full Circle/Random Journey (2006)
This exhibition followed a similar format to Meeting in
the Middle, we received over 150 entries. The exhibition
was also featured in the Fall 2006 issue of the
American book arts publication Bound and Lettered.

Of the books submitted here is a brief selection: Leena
Shubair created some beautifully folded altered books
which had great sculptural presence. Jemma Quick
constructed a tiny theatre of dancers in a niche, cut out
of a book. Aga Ratajska’s book was riddled with
punched holes and delicately held together with fine
thread. Phiona Richards created a stitched, smocked
and reflected book which everyone wanted to touch,
and Andrew Bush’s finely crafted map book contained
a small paper bookworm.

Some comments on the Full Circle /Random Journey
exhibition: “A really refreshing and inspiring exhibition.
Well worth the visit!” (The Society of Bookbinders,
UK). “Good to see such a diverse collection of ideas 
presented in the book form. Thanks.” (Hunter, H.).
“Well worth visiting. An interesting and eclectic mix of
books.” (Thomas W).

A (is for add) B (is for book) C (is for collaborate)
Following the success of our first two exhibitions, we
made the 2007 exhibition ABC an exhibit by selection
process. We wished to show less books, but of higher
quality and with artists’ statements, to allow for longer
perusal and greater understanding of the books. 
This exhibition requested that as well as a book, the
exhibitors could submit a collaborative element in the
format of a ‘cube’. We showed approximately 70 cubes
and 100 books.  

We love all the books we exhibit, but it is particularly
rewarding when books reflect our set themes and are 
a perfect balance of strong concept and aesthetics.
Caroline List sent Catching Squiggles and Palindromes - 
a beautifully crafted box of mini cubes, carrying 
multiple messages. From Germany, Mihail
Molochnikov sent us an Alphabet of intricate illustrated

letterforms, on individual sheets and boxed in a hand
made, collaged box. Jayne Creer firstly worked into a
delicately illustrated old Reader’s Digest book of short
stories, and then made a very fine and sensitive small
book through printmaking of details layered from the
first book. Alkesh Parmar, an emerging artist to take
note of, submitted an exquisite sculptural book. The
cover was stainless steel with heavy paper pages which
fanned out, with type cut out of the pages. An LED
light was incorporated to illuminate the book. 
A selection of books from this exhibition went on tour
to Herefordshire College of Art and Design. Some of
Herefordshire’s book-works were also exhibited as part
of the ABC exhibition.

We had an overwhelming array of comments for this
exhibition including the following. “Great use of books
with variety of media. Very Inspiring!” (French, H.).
“An interesting exhibition. Posing questions about the
relationship between art and literature. Textural, 
interesting, mysterious.” (Pettifer, A.). “Very inspiring
and eye opening. Effervescent, exciting and well worth
viewing.” (Nash, M.). 

It is probably people’s responses to the books and their
comments in the visitor’s book that encourages us to
put on the next exhibition!

EDUCATING THE NEXT GENERATION OF 
BOOK ARTISTS

As educators of BA Graphics students, we love to 
surprise them with the eclectic, handmade, mixed
media qualities found in book arts. We challenge them
greatly to get experimental, accidental and three
dimensional; we love the way the outcomes liberate
their thinking about graphic design, removing them
from the often sterile world of the computer. 

What defines a book or book object? I realized
that it’s not the question that's important. It’s the
process of questioning and inquiring itself …
bookworks draw you to question and explore
your world and its ideas and objects. They dare
you to look with fresh eyes at the time and place
in which you find yourself. They implore you to
question and explore the concept and meaning of
book, especially right now in this cyber society of
ours. (Weintraub D, 2002, p13)

Our injection of Book Arts into our courses at 
The University of Northampton and De Montfort
University has enriched them greatly. 
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It’s about teaching others that they can play …
and out of that play can come art that no one
else could ever have made. (Cyr G, 2006, p6)

There has been debate in our academic community
about whether the student submissions are as valid as
those of external artists, but we feel strongly that their
work is as authentic, especially in the democratic field
of book arts. We are proud of the books created by our
students and only accept those that are comparable in
standard to the external entries.

Each year we set the exhibition posters as a design
brief to a group of our students, which they then pitch
to us as clients. We select the preferred solution and
continue to work with the student as a client through
the development stage. We also commissioned the
design of our ‘we love your books’ identity this way.

FUTURE PLANS

We would like to expand our links with other 
institutions or venues. So, please contact us if you
would like some of our exhibition pieces to tour to you,
or if you would like to set our next theme as a student
brief. If you would like more details about us or to
enter creative artists’ books to our next exhibition
please see our website for full details. We are already
looking forward to opening our next batch of entries -
so get busy! 

This final quote sums up our feelings about artists’
books:

Artists’ bookmaking conjures for me more 
questions than answers. For my purposes I would
say that the artist’s book… as a form, is relative.
That is, relative to its context and relative to the
prevailing technologies of its time. Who knows
what shapes and forms it might take in the future.
I like to use the term ‘bookworks’ which in itself
is inclusive and ambiguous to keep me happy.”
(Farman N, 2006, p37)
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The Top 100 1

Chris Taylor2: I came across a 33rpm vinyl album by Ian
Murray, Keeping on Top of the Top Song, No. 67 in 
the exhibition. It was the first time I’d heard that actual work 
by Murray, a fascinating but an annoying piece where you want
to hear a little bit more every time and the suggestion that the 
first few seconds of listening, viewing or reading something can 
actually make or break it. I wondered whether that actual piece 
of work had inspired the title and the nature of the show, this
idea of sampling a ‘top 100’?

Jonathan Shaughnessy3: Yes, it’s an interesting idea 
for the video too, not in the show, where you see a
drummer trying to play along with each ten second
segment. Watching it is similar, you almost want him 
to get it, but he doesn’t. It wasn’t originally one of the
first objects in the show, but its also not outside the sort
of thinking about what that top 100 idea was for Ian
Murray at that time. Although there is the notion of
a count down, it was probably something more of a
motif that could be used, but I do believe there’s a 
conceptual link in that work as The Top 100 here.  
To be honest, the title does play on that idea of the 
top 100, the very best, and therefore creates a curiosity
factor in what you’re seeing. It’s also a schema that
allows you to question what sort of top 100 it is
because you realise, or at least I hope, that’s its not 
a top 100 in that sense. It’s simply an arbitrary 
numbering system, not meant to instil any kind of
value to the works, more a way to organise a limited
100. What I would relate it indirectly to is Garry Neill
Kennedy’s book work also in the show, Twenty Who
Make a Difference, and Kennedy’s practice. He was the
director for many years of Nova Scotia College of
Art & Design and also a well-known and influential
conceptual artist in Canada, particularly in terms of
ordering number systems. The Twenty Who Make a
Difference is interesting because he found an article 
in the Globe Mail newspaper in Toronto, about 
“20 aboriginal leaders who make a difference”. 
But there isn’t really a numbering system of 20, 
its twenty select people who could possibly make a 
difference and the artis’st book takes out of context
and puts them page by page and probably just shifted
the order around. So in a sense, Kennedy’s practice
always seems to be about the relationship between 
language and reality and text and the way we make
sense of our world but there’s always this element of
listing, not so much an archive, just a taxonomy. 

CT: You do find this thread running throughout The Top 100
such as Lucy Lippard’s 955,000 and Sol Le Witt’s Sentences
on Conceptual Art.

JS: Yes. Even the Hans-Peter Feldman photographs 
on the wall. He’s simply dealing with items from the
Sunday papers, they’re not a list, but in a way it’s a
visual list and in a way he’s interested in shifting the
context and blowing it up and making it bigger. 
So it wasn’t a strong focus, just a title that got stuck,
almost a working title and why move from that when 
it seems to make sense? I guess it made sense to other
people too, like AA Bronson4 who wasn’t involved in
the actual organisation but was certainly a contact
throughout the whole process down to the selection of
objects once the lists were done. And lists - I have a
computer full of lists. It’s interesting just going through
the items and working with lists and making lists of
what we should see, what artists would be important
and then just refining those lists. We had around 500
works that we tried to whittle down and it just became
100 and from there that list changed again and again
as we kept on adding items and taking things out.
Thinking about it after the fact, it’s interesting to see
where it really became a subjective exercise.

CT: So with the final 100 items, are you trying to reflect the
whole collection?

JS: I don’t think you could hope to reflect on 
the collection as a whole through 100 objects, or 
through 500 objects or 50 or 1 or 2, or maybe you
could? But you would have to question what that
would mean as an archive and what it represents and
that’s a question that came up in planning with Kitty
Scott the co-curator, and we would talk constantly
about what those criteria were and should be in terms
of what that collection meant. It also depends on
whom you talk to, because it’s a very personal 
collection relating to General Idea and to AA Bronson
as the surviving member who holds all of those 
memories of collecting this material. The map by
General Idea, A Mari usque ad Mare, with Canada left
blank spoke to certain things happening in Canadian
art, or not happening as it were, at that time in the 
late 1960s and early 70s, especially in the context 
of Toronto. So I think there’s this history that goes 
on strictly dealing with General Idea and their 
international career and the connections that 
they made. This in turn relates back to their 
correspondences that became that archive within the
international art scene, with Canadian artists from
coast to coast, but also the affairs that they are involved
in overseas and the connections with other artists all
over the world. So there’s that history which will always
be reflected when you put these objects out on display. 

I think you could do another show strictly about those
correspondences and you could see where those links
were but at the same time they’re very important
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objects in their own right in terms of multiples and
what was happening during that period in terms of
multiple format production. But in a sense, it can’t all
be artists’ books and it can’t all be multiples. That was
one aspect that led us to thinking about what’s also
visually interesting, for instance, there’s stuff that’s
important like Sol Le Witt’s conceptual art or the Art
& Language journals but they’re not very visual. You
have to make that balance; with Art & Language, there
really is not that much to look at, you’ve got to read it
as very analytical material but then you have Vincent
Trasov’s Mr. Peanut Bank or even Jana Sterbak’s
Ouroborous Snake which had to be included because it’s a
very important, unique object in the collection and
possibly the most valuable item.

CT: The work displayed is in alphabetical order negating any
historically linear approach to the exhibition? I would presume
that General Idea collected this material as it came into their
domain, as it arrived in the mail or wherever they just happened
to find it? Does a lineage exist as to when and where the work
was collected?

JS: That particular history is all in the archival records
because General Idea seems to have been all about
archives, a meticulous or at least comprehensive 
collecting of everything - archives, artworks, all that, 
so in discussing it, certainly one of the first ideas was 
to do more of a chronological show, and we began to
think about the period where Art Metropole fitted 
historically and then present the collection, more of
a retrospective than an exhibition. Its not that this idea
was necessarily dropped as a focus, it became what
should be shown and then that became the criteria for
the initial selection from the collection but I still think
you have everything in there - you have the chronology,
you have the history and I think you have a really 
comprehensive view of an era where General Idea 
was not front of centre, but was highly involved and
that’s where it’s an alternative history, an internal, 
burgeoning network of artists that worked with 
whatever technology was at their disposal to try 
and create links with the broader, international art
scene. Correspondence art, which would be such an
inefficient way to get a message across in our current
technological age, would then have seemed quite 
efficient. In a way the question is, ‘how to make sense
of that archive’, before you could show anything or
before making an exhibition of works that is going 
to be about 13,000 objects over a period of 25 years,
though actually more because the objects in that 
collection span probably closer to 4 or 5 decades, 
due to other material such as older Duchamp work 
and post-Dada journals. So, before we could make the
historical context and the chronology, we had to first
make sense of what it contained, and that’s probably

the answer to your question - we had to put a template
on it and then ask questions about that collection. 
We had to ask what’s actually in there, what artists are
in there, what dates are in there, what Canadian artists
are in there? Maybe it’s not so much looking at the
show but looking at the catalogue. The Introduction
essay tries to set the collection within an historical 
context and tries to make sense of the types of objects
and all that came after, but I think it was a necessity 
in thinking about what is this show of 100, because
even if you show 200 out of 13,000 we didn’t have 
the background that say AA Bronson and other artists
in Toronto working closely with them might have had.
It really became a big research project.

CT: So how long has it taken to get to the exhibition stage?

JS: The show has been on the books since the donation
of the collection in 1999/2000 so in terms of planning,
at least four years and certainly for the last three of
really making it a strong focus in anything that Kitty
Scott and I have done. So it’s taken a long time, a 
luxurious amount of time to make an exhibition, but
similarly it was not long enough. There are probably
another five or more possible exhibitions from the
material available.

CT: The exhibition is displayed in glass vitrines, you can’t 
actually hold the objects that were made for handling. Have we
reached a stage where the catalogue has possibly become more
important than the actual exhibition?

JS: The exhibition was always intended to function
without having any extended labels with the work, 
so that everything would be in the catalogue. We have
the alphabetical listing with numbers in the vitrines 
but that’s it, so certainly from a practical standpoint 
the catalogue is an important document.

CT: The nature of the gallery exhibitions, special collections
and of collected art in general means that the public are not
allowed to touch or hold the objects. What we start to see in
The Top 100 are sets of objects, slightly different each time,
especially with the Situationist International journals where 
patterns and series emerge and I'm just wondering how important
that particular element of display is to you as a curator? On the
nature of display - how useful is it to see only the exteriors of
publications?  What does that say to the uninitiated viewer who
comes to this type of exhibition and what are they meant to gain
from it?

JS: Yes, it’s ironic. You can listen to the vinyl but the
album covers that are so tactile and important with
instructions on both sides, like the one of Michael
Snow’s, we can only show one side. There is the fear
that these objects become rarefied into something 
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else, the value that’s placed on them as artefacts 
seems to have superseded their value as documents 
in an important historical chain. In a sense, with the
Situationist International journals, showing the whole
set instead of just one became important because you
can show the complete set as there are only a limited
number in the series and the visual look was extremely
important in their original making. On the other hand,
the Chris Burden performance documents for example,
are really just books with a black cover. He made 
a number of these documents of his career in the 
70s, and the one we picked, 747, I opened up to 
his performance of shooting an aeroplane which I 
particularly like and I think is important and certainly
resonates today. And then there’s Art & Language in
Sol Le Witt’s, Sentences on Conceptual Art. We’ve been able
to show what was probably the most important essay
from that first journal in another context with all of
the sentences visible. But to me, unless there is another
way around it, I can’t figure how, if you show a cover,
you can show a page. I’m sure there are other 
alternatives to that if you have the time and the 
budget and in a few cases we did scan and colour print
postcards and posters so we could show the front and
the back, as with the Robert Barry’s Bulletin 17 that
says, ‘The gallery will be closed’. We’ve had to do that
so you can see the Bulletin journal, important in itself,
but if you don’t show the inside you lose the whole
meaning and context which is, ‘This gallery is closed’.
That’s the only existing document from an exhibition
that involved the gallery being closed for a period of
time and became a very influential and important
show that nobody could see. 

CT: Paradoxically, this kind of ephemera, the mail art and book
production that started off as something cheap and accessible 
has become the most problematic of art forms. Once it goes into
collections and becomes historically important, we can’t touch
these objects anymore, it becomes very difficult to access. We can
look at the paintings, we can watch the videos, but those that 
were made for handing are taken away from us.

JS: I agree. AA Bronson was known for questioning 
the museum format and he would refer to the museum
as the mausoleum, where artefacts go to die, where 
artworks stop living, and so from that he produced 
a book called Museums by Artists, this idea of a living
museum, a living archive, and so I totally agree about
the irony and the way these items get rarefied as
objects rather than documents you can use, but for me,
the only optimistic thing, though maybe it doesn’t
come through in the exhibition, the interesting thing 
is that they are still available as archival documents.
Once the show is done it will still exist here in the
archive and it is accessible to the public, and for me 
the most exciting about working on this exhibition 

was actually being able to handle the objects and
researching and understanding the concepts rather
than just reading through articles and books to find 
out what other people have said about them. It’s that
interactive element. But you’re right, it is a limitation
yet I really do feel that there is still a very alive element
to it. There’s a tendency, a danger when you’re looking
at archival material to put them under dim lighting,
like it’s stuck in the past, even for artists that are alive
now. You place it in the context of a vitrine and it’s
automatically relegated to the past, but I don’t sense
that with this exhibition. So in one sense you’re limited
by how you can show things but at the same time you
can make decisions or present things in a way that 
are not stifled in terms of what the public might 
experience in terms of situating these objects and I
guess it’s that question of whether it’s something that’s
past or something quite contemporary? To me those
work are contemporary, even if they are from the late
60s and the National Gallery defines contemporary as
being from the last 25 years. But to me all those works
are contemporary and I think they still function as
being relevant. But the problem remains - you can’t
touch it. 

CT: I suppose in that case the exhibition becomes an 
introduction to the archive and the next step for the viewer is to
actually visit the library and engage with the artefacts that way.
The exhibition literally is a showcase for the archive and the 
issue now is how to make the public aware of that bridge.

JS: Yes, that’s absolutely true.

CT: It also raises the interesting notion of when will the Art
Metropole collection stop being contemporary, even though Art
Metropole itself as a venue and outlet is still in existence? Any
special collection has a particular length and time scale.

JS: As a special collection it officially falls under the
purview of the library as an archive and that’s why it’s
housed there, so the responsibilities for maintaining it
actually fall within the Library of the National Gallery
of Canada. But it is Contemporary Art, not Modern,
that is responsible for curating the work. The Modern
collection is now up to 1981 but these are again
chronologies that are put in place for bureaucratic 
reasons that define these things within the gallery. 
I suppose to my mind it wouldn’t cease to be 
contemporary until those works lose their influence 
on artists practicing today. That’s where it’s a much
broader question, like saying ‘Is Duchamp 
contemporary?’ and obviously he’s not, his work is not
contemporary, it’s historical, yet at the same time the
problems posed by the ready-made within the modern
world are contemporary concerns, there are concerns
curators still have about the status of the art object that
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haven’t been resolved to my mind, and I don’t just
mean to harp on about Duchamp, you could go from
that through to Fluxus which is very, very relevant and
the same with General Idea, they’re continually being
included in retrospectives. I always think how things
influence and carry over and that’s why I look at a lot
of the works in the Art Metropole collection as 
informing the basis of many artistic problems, but at
the same time, looking at the technology, it’s historical.
You can also look at it as an interesting period, the
influence of conceptual art, more specifically like the
Landscape Manual by Jeff Wall, that’s an early work by
him which is very different from what he went on to do
so that’s certainly important as an historical document.
The same with a lot of the N.E.Thing & Co. work 
in the collection that made use of very specific 
technology. It made use of fax machines, early 
computers, things that really allowed them to have 
a connection and form a business rooted within the
technologies of the time. 

CT: General Idea only stopped collecting as recently as 1996. 
I wonder if what was collected in those later years had a feel of
what was being collected earlier on and that maybe the collection
actually is about a particular genre of media and technology? 
You do get a sense of this throughout the exhibition, it’s a 
particular type of work, a particular journey, particular modes 
of production and distribution techniques. It seems to belong
together.

JS: When talking to other people about it, they too 
say there are things that seem familiar, things that jog
the memory, but in that sense it’s historical, there’s 
certainly a large element of that. There’s a Stan
Douglas video and artist’s book in the show called
Television Talk which follows that lineage, and I still 
see it as being very alive even though it spans 30 years
of collecting. But you are right, there is a thread that
goes all of the way through the work, something 
mutual, there’s obviously similar ways of making 
things or thinking about production, a different 
kind of production, a common thread of different 
technologies.

Notes

1. The Top 100, National Gallery of Canada, 
1st December 2006 - 1st April 2007. An exhibition
curated by Kitty Scott and Jonathan Shaughnessy of
material selected from the Art Metropole Collection
donated in 1999 by Jay Smith, Toronto to the National
Gallery of Canada, where its custodianship is shared
by the Library and Archives, and the curatorial staff of
Contemporary Art.

2. Chris Taylor, artist and Senior Lecturer in Fine Art
at the University of Leeds, has been Co-ordinator of
Contemporary Artists’ Books & Related Events with
John McDowall, since 1998.

3. Jonathan Shaughnessy is Assistant Curator,
Contemporary Art, National Gallery of Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario, and co-curator with Kitty Scott of
The Top 100 exhibition.

4. AA Bronson together with Felix Partz and Jorge
Zontal, an artists’ group known as General Idea, 
established an agency in Toronto, Ontario in 1973,
launched under the name of Art Metropole in 
October 1974.
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STAND WELL BACK
- Notes from the Locus position.

Mike Nicholson

“All that we see or seem, is but a dream 
within a dream.”  Edgar Allan Poe

“You may now flip.”
Larry Sanders - final monologue/final show

31/5/98

So there I was, in a realm of the senses.  

Dazzling white fragments of ice drifted tens of
thousands of feet below me and I opened my tired eyes
wide against fatigue, five hours into the flight. Coastal
Canada, I deduced from the animated map on the
seat-back screen before me. The suppressed roar inside
the plane went almost un-noticed now, and likewise 
the scent of my neighbour’s anti-perspirant, after our
artificial, unnatural proximity these past hours. On
landing I would finally discover the cause of that faint
discomfort in the area of my lower back; actually the
mini-cushion provided for my comfort, lodged down
there since we left grey Heathrow and at the edge of
my perception ever since, too many other unfamiliar
stimuli running interference for me to finally address it.
The taste of my appropriately mid-Atlantic pre-meal bag
of ‘mini-pretzel bites’ (American snack - modest UK
size and portion) occasionally returned on a quiet
belch.

In this fashion my arrival into Boston Logan Airport
on BA Flight 213 marked the true beginning of my
first ‘research project’, as sponsored by my employers
at the Epsom site of the University for the Creative
Arts.
I was now a researcher. . . researching.
Those many among you familiar with this curious,
complex parallel world of Higher Education will be
unsurprised to learn that written proposals for the 
original project idea began almost a year before. 
At which point, as my bemused ex-boss pointed out, 
I embraced that which I once approached with 
scepticism, unimpressed by too much of what I felt 
to be esoteric or indulgent.
I did not dismiss it all out of hand, and existing
research culture certainly did not lack variety, as 
evidenced by my own research-active colleagues; 
people had undertaken quests to re-locate and 
interview the performance artists of the Sixties, 
travelled to the ice caps and made huge documents 
on the nature of snow, pursued lucrative careers as

illustrators of the moment and graciously allowed their
colleges to benefit from the kudos of association. 
Yet I still failed to see how I might connect into it all,
and it did bother me that there were few obvious links
with our supposed work as educators. The point I
missed was simply this: an activity which energises a
teacher might also benefit their students. That our
institutional places of employment gain rewards from
our activity is just a part of the bargain struck in 
return for their funding - a fact of early 21st century
academic (once art school) life.

In the older model of an art education (before today's
need to-be-seen-to-be a signed, sealed and qualified
teacher, and a research-active one to boot) we tutors
were valued for our practitioner experience. 
I recently completed a teaching qualification for 
obvious pragmatic reasons, but still endeavour to factor
in my illustration, storyboarding and artists’ books
experience when and where appropriate to my work
with students, as my own tutors did with me. How to
nurture a creative spark, and foster beneficial working
practice that fans the resulting flame, is our uniquely
complex challenge. It sets an artist’s education apart
from all others, whatever their field. I was guided from
mere possession of an innate drawing skill through to a
genuine creative independence. I went on to use that
skill most successfully in the illustration of ideas and
narratives, originally for art editors then later for 
directors. Most satisfying of all have been my recent
autobiographical book works. A long attraction to 
storytelling, and how it can transport us elsewhere,
brought me to the point where I began to examine 
and record my own.  

Time passed and I reassessed the research situation. 
Could it be possible for me to develop a project that
involved both my newer passion for learning and also
my deep-rooted involvement with graphic storytelling? 
I decided it could, and that, with a bit of luck and a
headwind, the content and form could enrich each
other. Memory, as connected to our senses, finally gave
me the focal point. This is not surprising when so
much of that recent personal work resulted from the
excavated past, teasing out links between disparate
events and opinions, and all of it tempered by 20/20
hindsight. I drafted my initial proposal for University
College funding, having duly researched relevant issues
and sought appropriate quotes to sprinkle the text with
contextual goodness.

Certain building blocks were concreted in at the base
of the structure:
- A new departure would be the involvement of other
people’s stories. 
- An over-arching theme would be the lessons we learn

 



in life; where, when  and how they manifest themselves,
and why some stay with us for a lifetime.
- Harvesting memories of the life-process of learning
would be at the heart of the interviews I conducted.
- The project would feed into new narrative graphic
pieces as well as be the subject of peer-reviewed 
writing.

I had also realised how little I knew of Epsom, the
town I visited every working day of my life, and 
particularly wanted to examine the occasionally
strained relationship between those within a place of
learning and those in the surrounding community. 
My students and I may have bought into a particular
model of learning, but it would be foolish to dismiss
alternatives that might provide equal lessons in life.
Those on either side of this divide will tend to think
their way of life most relevant, and cast doubt on that
of the other, if they ever think of it at all.

The clash, tension or downright disinterest between
‘town and gown’ might reveal very different ideas as 
to what is and isn’t valid learning. Within my project,
differing senses of place could be tested and run 
parallel to one another - differing senses of the same
place. 

For a project title I finally selected: 
Locus: Institution and Community/A Sense of Place.

Locus was to be carried out through parallel studies,
one at my own UCCA workplace in Epsom and one 
at Smith College in Northampton, Massachusetts,
where I had visited with my partner, book artist Mette
Ambeck, in 2005.  This earlier trip, eventually the
inspiration for three issues of my ‘bio auto graphic’
series (the You, Nighted States sequence) took us from
New York to Boston, then on to Nashua, New
Hampshire and Northampton. My old friend Karen
Leet lived near the latter, and she, husband Jim and 
the two of us duly visited Smith to see a book arts
exhibition. Though we missed it by an hour the 
curator Martin Antonetti graciously allowed us a 
private viewing of the material. 

That one act of kindness really set the wheels of the
eventual research project in motion, and it was a day
that proved memorable for a variety of reasons, not
only because Martin purchased work from both of us
for their artist’s book collection. A connection was
made which persisted, as when Barbara Blumenthal,
Martin’s colleague at the Mortimer Rare Books Room,
later contacted me to acquire copies of some pieces for
her personal collection. Smith’s elegant buildings,
green lawns, cool panelled halls and shadowed book

stacks persisted in memory, and I realised a return was
possible through my project. It would offer a counter-
point to the UK activity, and Martin thankfully agreed.

Before the 2005 trip my excitement at the prospect 
had manifested itself in a familiar way. 
I dreamt of America, in short. 
Variations on scenarios that I’d visualised since 
childhood came back: immersion in the great ebb and
flow of the place, circling steel bridges from the air, out
in the canyon streets or looking out at lofty skyscrapers
from the windows of Edward Hopper interiors.
It had been the same before my first and second 
US trips, visiting Washington DC and New York
respectively. Imagined, extruded versions of real 
places and events spun around until such time as they
were replaced with the reality. The first trip had been 
curious in that the city left me wanting more, failing 
to match up to the log-jam of fantasies in my head.
Certain powerful archetypes outgunned the actual
memory, and only when I arrived in Manhattan in
1987 did I finally exorcise the disappointment I felt at
the humble DC skyline in 1980. 
At least NYC finally delivered the architectural goods.
This was America, and I stood on top of a Twin of a
Tower and looked down at the miniature spread of it
all. Little me, in the city of Gordon Gecko, in the latter
years of that greedy decade. . .  When I felt a passing
vertigo moment (“What if it falls over?”) I shook myself
out of it with a nervous chuckle. Of course by the time
I returned eighteen years later, it had fallen. 
On a heat shimmered day Mette and I visited the
cleared site. The toxic mess, then long gone, finally
triggered a slew of public health-related law suits only
this year. 

Now the same thing happened again, in the months
before my Locus trip - America Dreaming.

So what seeded all this? Why such intense feelings?

Well, if dreams reveal our deepest preoccupations and
aspirations, people we want to be and places we want
to go, then my own since early childhood carried an
idealised version of that country - embedded through
movies and Marvel Comics and, most influential of all,
television. While this invention may have made its
deepest first strike with US kids of the 1950s I would
argue that in the UK, TV took hold most firmly with
my own 1960s generation, as technology and new
channels blew our impressionable minds wide open. 
As with many things (frozen goods, credit cards, 
drive-by shootings and crack cocaine included) we 
followed them down the cathode ray tube. 
The viewing schedules would show that British 
television, and particularly evening television, relied
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heavily on American imported material at the time.
Here was in-built exoticism, gloss, saturated colour and
the pleasing comfort of familiar actors walking through
episodes of different shows week to week. 
We had black and white television until the early
1970s, but that isn’t how I remember those shows - 
I dream in colour television.

The nature of television means it routinely feeds off
‘higher’ forms of creative expression (books, theatre,
cinema), diluting more singular work into a bulk 
commodity, the better to fill screen and channel time.
It mattered little to me - I gulped it all down regardless. 
I was intoxicated and obsessed, and what you must
remember is that Stateside travel was virtually unheard
of in my youth. There were decades to go before
Florida presented Thatcher’s children with a new
Torremolinos. Distance leant America a wonderful,
unattainable mystery, and things we cannot get are
often what we want the most.

As well as their TV there were other riches to savour,
of course: Marvel Comics catered for my more purely
escapist appetites, and later I would relish their classic
period of early 1970s cinema, before the George Lucas
Effect took hold. A taste for their written fiction also
remained a constant - novels particularly, though even
then I eschewed the undoubted significance of
Hemingway or Heller for less intellectual matter. 
Stephen King began my pulpy diet, and then detective
fiction steeped me in the real and imagined American
cities and landscapes of writers like Ed McBain,
Elmore Leonard and Robert B. Parker. Later still 
the work of James Lee Burke and Charles Willeford 
deepened my love for a certain crisp simplicity 
of phrase, an eloquent directness of language. 
My most recent discovery has been John D.
McDonald. His ‘Travis McGee’ series (written from 
the early 1960s until his death in 1986) and the first-
person monologues of McGee himself create an astute
commentary on the teetering rush of late-twentieth
century culture, and predict our own society with 
startling prescience. Here were dark places and hard
lessons, and yet none of it dampened my ardour. The
country, in all its guises, remained charged with all the
shades of human drama. I responded to it for whatever
generational or social or emotional reasons - like
English middle-class people in their 50s aspire to a
rural French re-invention, or the Chemical Generation
mythologises Ibiza. 

If we can gain a close sense of place from fictions, then
I certainly thought I had one for all things Uncle Sam,
and that I could see from sea to shining sea. So, after
forms and questions, fingerprints and retinal scans,
here I was again. 

Whatever my big grown-up Project Plan, the old reef
of supposition and Chinese-whispered half-truth 
quietly resurfaced as I met friend Karen. As we drove
North, and not for the last time, I felt like a character.
The long, time-bending trip was taking a toll, making
me chase words around my head like I’d forgotten my
lines. I was even wearing a straw hat, and I never wear
hats. (Though purchased in anticipation of hot weather
it would assume a greater significance, as objects can.
It exacerbated the weird feeling of my being a more
fictional self, in the dream state of Massachusetts.)

Arriving at The Autumn Inn, a moment I’d 
anticipated since February when I tapped the keyboard
and committed via Hotels.com, a boggling 95-degree 
heat waited outside the car. Air wrapped around me, 
so fat with moisture you might almost have wrung it
out like a cartoon sponge, and I stepped inside to
blessed relief. I came to crave that delicious transition
point as one crossed over - air-conditioning being the
very definition of civilisation. Later, up in Room 25,
my skull creaked with heat-headache, and it would
actually take my rattled system some days to 
acclimatise. In the meantime I sought fast food for the
mind, away from baffling climate extremes. Here at
least was something I did understand, what barbed
writer Harlan Ellison has called the ‘Glass Teat’.
As self-appointed Pop Cultural Ambassador, sixty-four
channels sat waiting for me in the television as I
pressed the button. The last conscious hours of that
long day were to provide me with more, and less, than
I expected. I flipped.

In an old movie from when he was a comedian, 
Steve Martin shared the screen with a true dead man
talking - John Candy (1950 - 1994). Though Canadian,
here was a poster child for excess very much ahead of
his time, given his adoptive country’s current plague of
morbid obesity. Died on location in Mexico, but here
he remained, a drifting shade in the programming. 
People might glimpse him as they flipped in and out,
but perhaps less each time. As interest and cultural
memory of him waned, generation on generation,
would he one day be passed over entirely, falling out 
of the national consciousness for good? I did notice
broadcasters were now so paranoid about losing 
viewers they actually ran strange moving image icons
of the next show’s stars at the bottom of the screen 
during the current programme. How soon before two
shows were simply spliced together, running side-by-
side at the same time, one eyeball each?
Another Ghost of America, that fine actor Peter Boyle
(1935 - 2006), was trying for laughs in a late episode of
‘Everybody Loves Raymond’ (1996 - 2005). He looked
stunned, the candy colours of network prime-time
make-up unable to offset his plain ill-health.
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In fact the mortality of the flesh seemed to run
through programmes and adverts like silvery fat
through meat: 
A woman blamed the experience of four pregnancies
on the meltdown of her waistline. As she received her
free combined breast augmentation and tummy tuck
from Dr. Phil she wept grateful tears, unable as she was
to afford it herself (the cost of four college educations
her next trial and possibly fodder for another show
elsewhere).
A shrill actress boasted that she had lost 5 pounds just
so she could feel comfortable doing this interview
(about dietary abuse) with no trace of irony.
An advert for heart attack prevention through Aspirin
follows one for Pizza Hut’s ‘P’Zone’ - “one POUND 
of melted cheese and tasty toppings in a delicious
baked crust” (the camera slo-mo swoops across greasy
landscape of macro-lensed buttered prawn and lobster
tails as a ‘side-order’). 

The nation received it’s rallying calls - “A smarter way
to pay for college: Loan to Learn.” - “Army strong: be
a citizen, be a soldier.” - “Lipo-flavanoid: “It stops the
ringing in my ears!” - heard causes for concern - 
“Will the Beckhams turn to Scientology?” and a talking
dog asked it’s teenage mistress to stop smoking weed:
“you’re not the same when you do it, I miss my
friend.” - and given opportunities for good old down-
home greed - “Good Ole Tom is buying people’s ‘scrap
gold’ “Ah gayav wun laydee thuhree THEYOSUN 
dollahs! Ah wunt yew tuh say “Good Ole Tom”, too.” 

Fatigued as I was it was compelling stuff. So much of
my random channel-flipping revealed a profound
unhappiness at work. Here was dissatisfaction and daily
desperation; debt, disconnection, social dysfunction,
surface qualities over spiritual content . . . and always
someone looking to make a profit from it. One of the
ever-present tele-Evangelists spoke earnestly to the
camera, beige skin matching beige shirt exhorting his
flock to ‘sow your financial seed of $80 into the good
ground of Inspiration Ministries’.  

What chance did the average person stand in the 
face of it all? As if their own crumbling bodies and
real-estate failings weren’t enough, Network News
repeated vague headlines of the ‘raised terrorist threat’
throughout the schedule just to keep good citizens
nervous and pliable. Somewhere amidst the fizzing
day-glo mess of shopping channels, the raped and
beaten language descended past an event horizon of
comprehension:

“Technibond Diamond-Accented Etruscan-Style 
Gem Bracelet Birthday Price $59.95!” - “Philosophy
supernatural airbrush foundation w/SPF 15, .32 oz!” 

The air-con growled on and my thoughts lurched in
slo-mo. If their television had been a place of my
dreams it seemed now to express desperation, 
something hungry and venal and fearful. A nation
engaged in eating itself like a gutted shark. You would
wake from such dreams as these in a cold sweat.
Channel 64 was actually labelled ‘TV Land’, which 
is where I felt I was as I killed the screen. Had that
shadow passing over the parking lot earlier been a
monolithic hand, grasping a Winnebago-sized 
remote-control?

The light of day brought some perspective, if not
relief, as I reminded myself that our British media
presents a similarly bleak vista. While Western 
consumer society was obviously engendered by the 
US cultural imperialism of the 20th century, on this
side of the Atlantic we are all complicit in what passes
for a cultural identity nowadays, and laying blame 
elsewhere is both lazy and increasingly irrelevant. 
Conspiracists believe in a covert global campaign 
by secret corporate government, manipulating our 
tensions to distract us all from their deeper purpose.
This is certainly easier to believe when sitting watching
the font of it all; the US media do it so much better
(which is to say worse). Yet we now have our own spin-
giddy politicians and their corporate bedfellows, Z-list
celebs, soaring debt and diet-related health crises. 
The majority of the people have apparently got what
the majority of the people wanted. It may have begun
as an American dream but now it’s ours too.

(To counter the lingering effect of that first night I
luckily acquired a DVD of “The Larry Sanders Show”
(1992 - 1998). A wiser, more human piece of work
would be hard to imagine. Story and character and
performance are pitch-perfect. Sat before the laptop, 
at close of subsequent days, I was both relieved and
reassured that television could still produce art like 
this - work equal to that in any medium.)

Locus project activity kicked in on the morning of
that first full day, with a 10.00 am appointment to see
Martin, and we proceeded from there. Between his
thoughtful questions and suggestions, and friend
Karen’s planned jaunts to eagle-circled hilltops and 
all across the locality, a truer picture of Smith and its
surrounding area was inevitable if I kept my wits about
me. In reading Karen’s gift of author Tracey Kidder’s
Northampton portrait ‘Home Town’ I had already
embedded a version of the town’s geography at the back
of my mind (refreshing vaguer memories of the 2005
visit), allowing me to walk the town’s streets with some
initial confidence. Of course I added to it hour by
hour. Exploring, I would glimpse myself occasionally in
glass or some shiny surface, not recognising myself
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because of the hat. 
I had definitely become more fictional.

More spectres were raised, one in particular a valued
inspiration: Mister Kurt Vonnegut (1922 - 2007), in
point of fact. Here he was, looking out from a black
and white moment - now frozen as a postcard in a
bookshop rack. The chatty young man behind the desk
told me he had attended a talk by the great man, and
up at Smith College no less. He thought that maybe
Vonnegut’s grand-daughter was at Smith and that, his
New York apartment burned out in a smoking-related
accident, he had migrated North and could be seen out
and about the Northampton streets during that period. 
I commented that it was another tawdry domestic 
accident that finally killed him, and we shared a
moment of reflection. 

Then, back at Smith, Martin Antonetti added a spin
on this - Vonnegut was in residence for a semester, 
his daughter lives in the area. . . Details shift and I am
presented with versions of a base truth. Here is an 
oral tradition in action, with the development of
Vonnegut as a character in a narrative, one that warps
in the re-telling. He now exists as a fairy tale spread by
word of mouth and hearsay, proceeding from that
point of physical death as he becomes a dream image
of himself - no doubt rising unbidden from the minds
of Northampton residents on the news of his passing;
on sidewalks, through restaurant windows slick with
rain, standing as old men stand at a road crossing:
memory as reflex. 
How would he have reacted to that - his lived reality
merely one strand among posthumous fictions? 
I suspect he wouldn’t have given a damn.

There’s no Vonnegut action figure yet, as there is for
Edgar Allan Poe (a man briefly schooled in my beloved
Stoke Newington, London N16), but it can surely only
be a matter of time - ‘$8.99 including small parts
(replica packet of unfiltered Pall Malls and realistic
chain-smoking action)’. Death has no copyright, and
America can always re-format and commodify you in
new ways. 

The feeling of unreality never really went away, but
Locus occupied me sufficiently to allow me to function
one day at a time. I duly arranged and conducted
interviews with people who had attended Smith or
worked there now, or both. The process tried to 
summon their sense-memories of campus, buildings
and rooms - the significance of place, space and event
that can occur in even the dullest of modern learning
environments, never mind in beautiful surroundings
like those of Smith. Other subjects and digressions
arose where they might during the recordings, which

was absolutely as I had hoped. Here lay the revealing
material about the relationship between the town of
Northampton and Smith. 

An old town, now city, Northampton (1654 - ) finds
itself a place of parallel communities. The presence 
of Smith, a women’s college opened in 1875 through
the endowment of Sophia Smith (1796 - 1870) of
neighbouring Hatfield, has in the long term created a
liberal arts environment of international reputation,
with all the attendant cultural and intellectual flavour
that generates. In recovering from an economic 
downturn in the 1970s and 80s the city meanwhile
attracted entrepreneurs, property developers and less
premeditatedly business-orientated newcomers alike.
The latter gravitated to the creative atmosphere in part
engendered by Smith and its Alumni, a significant
number of whom remained in the area. (Indeed, the
wider locality has a vivid print and artist’s book 
tradition and active personalities - artist Dan Kelm,
who I met at his Garage Annex School for Book Arts
in Easthampton, at Martin Antonetti’s suggestion,
being but one.) There are innate benefits and tensions
in all of this of course. A significantly high-profile 
gay community adds to the visible non-traditional
demographic, alongside 60s veterans and organic 
marketeers, and none of them necessarily gain the
approval of the traditional inhabitants of ‘Hamp’. 
The interviews touched on these matters, but also 
on internal tensions at Smith involving students of
vastly different economic and cultural backgrounds, 
the pressures of entering as a mature student and 
parent, and also the familiar stigma associated with 
the choice of a creatively artistic direction over an 
academic one. There lie the stories that will open
Locus up in ways I have only begun to explore. 
That Smith was a women’s college was never a 
relevant factor to my project, that it was a place of
learning significantly different to my own in location
and curriculum being enough. Learning presented a
universal point of reference which, while presented in
our society as predominantly an early-life experience,
actually continues throughout our lives.

Seasoned researchers may wince at the apparent lack
of defined project parameters or objectives, the sheer
disconnectedness of the project to date. Exactly what
questions do I seek to answer through Locus, and how?

Well, the project seeks connections between us all, and
the structure is there, though it is a deceptively simple
one. Considered strategies to collect material in drawn,
digital image and sound-file format have begun. 
Vital technical aids included pre-trip emails to send
contextual material, laptop checks and a digital
recorder bought from the project budget. I had 
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branded a selection of sketchbooks to use on location.
Basic parameters of time and location book-ended it
all, and a circuit of contacts was in place, with an
option on more. Actual interview dates and times were
arranged after my arrival as a courtesy to interviewees,
allowed for by a deliberate stretch in the fabric of the
whole schedule. If I had hoped that the project would
evolve, that is exactly what happened and at times 
I just stood well back to watch where the connective
spark went next. Here my approach to research 
reflected my approach to artwork - I might map out
each page quite closely as regards visual content, 
progression of ideas and overall composition, only 
for an element to assume an unexpected significance
that demands a re-arrangement of the whole to
accommodate it. Alternatively, other details disappear,
never making the transition from pencils to ink. There
is strong role for unscientific intuition here and, while it
is a mainstay of creative processes, academics may find
that uncomfortable.

So, did the dream of America ever become a reality?

As much as it ever could do, perhaps, as dreams are
powerful things and not easily suppressed. A secondary
Locus agenda was running throughout that derived
impetus from my lifelong wish to be a part of that
country. (Perhaps this was to salve my ego - a personal
story to service even as I gathered those of others?) 
I wanted to immerse myself for a period of time in a
community, try and map it in some way by establishing
routines (walks, destinations, regular elements) and see
how I might fit in. (This was in no way driven by any
self-doubt, in fact I would not have been so open to 
the process if I had not felt entirely happy with who 
I am. Recent book works have allowed me a lengthy
audit of self that has been of considerable help.)
Between 10th and 19th July I entered an unfamiliar
story, wearing a hat and not trying too hard to be
myself. The fruit of that exercise will drive the more
abstract narrative pieces to come.  
Unforeseen opportunities have also arisen, as with an
impromptu spin-off project also set in motion during
my stay. This involved a text and image piece in 13
parts, driven by themes and cultural fragments related
to the Number 13, completed on Friday 13th July 
2007 and posted to 13 UK recipients. A bit of good 
numbers magic to dispel the bad, perhaps?

All these activities aspire to the recording and 
experience of place on a number of levels. They
involve reflection and a conscious attempt to connect
elements which might initially appear incompatible.
This is a common theme in my previous work. 
In talking to friends and new acquaintances 
I was heartened by shared passions and dreads. 

Global economic forces and cultural phenomena are
shifting, from the surge of the Chinese economy to 
the militancy of Islam. The Iraq catastrophe pervaded
television, print and overheard conversations, and a 
significant number of people actually apologised for
George Bush (though I was asked to do the same for
the arrival of a dismal sportsman called Beckham).
Our own Euro-snob American caricatures simply did
not fit so many of the people I met, whether they were
Smith College classicists or factory workers with a
dream of owning a micro-brewery. Looking back I
wonder if there is sufficient difference between us now
to warrant those old dreamings though, in an age when
we watch and listen to and eat and drink and wear and
drive and fear so many of the same things. 

On the Sunday night I went to see Randy Newman, 
a singer/songwriter with whose work I was for the
most part unfamiliar, but who proved himself to be 
a Great American that night. To a characteristically
Northampton audience flecked with the long grey
ponytails of sixty-something hippies, he sang a funny,
wistful song about empires in decline. Another quality
our countries share, but in this at least I think we lead
the way.

In closing, some fruitful incongruities, narrative morsels
and whiffs of metafiction:

I am at the house of Nina and Martin Antonetti, 
actually built in the 18th century and previously that 
of Sophia Smith, the benefactor of the college. As they
prepare risotto, and evening gloom lowers, I sit at 21st
century technology, on a desk possibly even older than
the house, to print off my Boarding card for my return
flight the next day. A book on the shelf contains my
name on page 164 (Type and Typography co-authored 
by old pal Phil Baines). Information on the pages of
neighbouring books has travelled centuries and will
continue to do so as long as ink and paper persist. 
The digital information is gone in an instant, away 
into the ether at the click of the mouse.

I sit in Room 25 after a trip to Vermont and before
Randy Newman, absently noting the approach of
bad weather. Above the thickly-wooded hills the sky
glows a strange pink, like nothing I’ve ever seen. God
puts down his celestial Remote Control and tears the
sky from one end to the other. The other side of the
car park washes out of view beyond a wall of rain. 
It will be a devastating storm, the worst for many years,
knocking out electric in the whole town for hours.
I watch Larry Sanders on the laptop until the battery
runs out. In America, in 2007, in the gathering dark,
feeling very far from home. Is this what it will be like,
that day when it all finally grinds to a halt?
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I finish a splendid evening meal of Japanese food. 
To the right of me a lesbian couple; one older and 
one younger, both lean and quietly confident, openly
affectionate, certainly the faces of twenty-first century
‘Noho’, rather than traditional ‘Hamp’. To my left and
less charming, grisly teenagers attempt a sophistication
neither their conversation or manners quite allow.
“I hate spicy food,” whines one girl repeatedly, as if to
bend the world to her will like an infant. Her flip flops
slap her fat orange feet as she leaves. 

My last night of psycho-geographical mapping in
Hamp; crossing the road towards me is a nervous-
looking middle-aged man with a huge Rottweiller. 
The dog is the clue, and I realise this is Alan
Schienman, one of the central subjects in Kidder’s
‘Home Town’ book. We pass each other on the 
crossing, two characters in an inconsequential 
moment that lacked plot. 

My 10 days in Smith and Northampton were 
never going to be anything other than a first step, but 
direction for a project can rise up from a bare outline
just like the best route can from a strange map. 

You just have to look for the connections.

Mike Nicholson  
Massachusetts and Stoke Newington
July 2007

The generosity of strangers and the kindness of friends
made the first Locus trip a delight. 

A second will take place before 2008. 

For their help and precious time I must thank: 
Angela Rovatti-Leonard, Louise Kohrman, Barbara
Blumenthal and Karen Leet.

Martin Antonetti proved himself both a gentleman and
a scholar, Nina Antonetti  a memorable host. 

Martin’s genuine passion for artists’ books, as 
Curator of the Mortimer Rare Books Collection, 
is one memory that lingers.

Mike Nicholson is a writer, artist and sole proprietor of
the Ensixteen Editions range.

He lives in Stoke Newington, North London and holds
a Senior Lecturer post with the BA (Hons) Graphics
course at UCCA Epsom. As well as the Ensixteen 
output (exhibited internationally and sold to public 
and private collections) he is a professional illustrator
and storyboard artist, having previously worked with
the likes of Vic and Bob, Armando Iannucci and 
The League of Gentlemen.

If you would like to help his Locus project by adding
your memories of education and learning please email
him to receive a ‘Locus Memory’ digital template and
more information at: ladnicholson@yahoo.co.uk
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IN THE ABSENCE OF BLANCHOT: 
Nick Thurston’s Reading the Remove of
Literature

Alan Halsey

Published by Information As Material, York 2006

Reading the Remove of Literature is unlike any book 
I’ve looked at. I’ve read it too but the looking at it is
the first essential. With all but a few books one reads 
without consciousness of seeing. Nick Thurston’s 
book demands that one look at it constantly and never
detach the seeing from the reading - and yet it is only
marginally what we generally describe as a ‘visual text’.

The first words of Craig Dworkin’s introduction set 
the scene:

‘The book you are holding is an edition of
Maurice Blanchot’s L’Espace littéraire, although 
not a word of Blanchot’s text remains. Every
page of this book has been assiduously erased 
by Nick Thurston. At the same time, Thurston
has preserved his own marginalia, reset in the
face and fonts of the original text.’ 

To be yet more precise: it is an edition (if it is an 
edition - this is one of Thurston’s challenges) of a
translation of Blanchot’s book by Ann Smock 
published by the University of Nebraska Press in 1982.
Of course I’m being pedantic but not without point:
the act of translation has already made one ‘remove’
from Blanchot’s text and this is the locus of Thurston’s
entirely more radical remove. It needs saying too that
Thurston has not erased every detail of his source. He
preserves the section-, chapter- & sub-headings which
therefore serve as landmarks in the general erasure and
take on additional, sometimes eerie significance. The
italic subheading ‘The Young Kafka’ for example floats
alone as if in zero gravity in the white void of page 66.
Thurston also preserves two details which belong to the
design of his source rather than to Blanchot’s text, the
page numbers and running headers - so that above the
void surrounding ‘The Young Kafka’ we read ‘66 The
Work’s Space and its Demand’. But these residua 
aren’t usually so telling; they are mostly simply there,
sometimes crowded by marginalia which refer not to
them but to deleted text. Without them the reader
would be lost. Thurston has been very careful in this
regard as in many others. He knows about readers
because he is self-confessedly ‘the reader’, as much 
as author, himself. And he needs ‘the reader’ in 
order to raise his questions not only about Blanchot
and L’Espace littéraire but about the conventions and 
transgressions of the codex.

And so, faced with Reading the Remove of Literature, 
what should ‘the reader’ do? The principal options 
are mutually exclusive. One is to read it alongside the
Nebraska edition and relate Thurston’s annotations 
to their source text. The other is to read it exactly as
presented, without outside reference. The first option
will be in effect to regard it as a commentary, the 
second to see it wholeheartedly as an edition. I choose
the second option, believing that to take the first would
obscure what Thurston has done. I last read Blanchot
twenty years ago; I remember the thrust of his work
but little detail. The reader who knows nothing of
Blanchot will be in a different position although
Dworkin’s introduction will help. Among several 
quotations from Blanchot he offers ‘to write is to 
produce the absence of the work’. This one statement
will do. With it in mind anyone will wonder whether
Thurston hasn’t produced a ‘mere’ jeu d’esprit, a kind
of visual pun on the word ‘absence’ extended over 287
pages. I’d be quite happy myself to regard it as such
but I think he achieves more than that.

The phrase ‘the space of literature’ offers several
meanings but let’s take it in its most mundane sense, 
as the space in which literature literally appears, 
usually the pages of a printed book and in particular
the area its margins enclose. This latter space in
Thurston’s book is sometimes wholly or largely blank
but more commonly occupied by areas of horizontal
lines. Were these once underlinings? Probably, although
they now underline blank space. But for all the reader
knows they may be cancel lines, now cancelling the
same blank space. If they are underlinings we assume
that Thurston as reader has marked passages he
regards as particularly significant, perhaps agrees or
disagrees with. And yet he may have been cancelling
sentiments he thinks had been better not expressed. 
In either case these apparently unmeaning horizontal
lines constantly remind us of the gesture which made
them and we recognise in them the dedicated passion
of a reader now as palpably absent as the text he has
erased.

It is a different case with the marginalia which more
forcibly assert an intervening presence at the same time
as they remind us they are former interventions, penned
into what were once the only free spaces of the book -
margins and interlinear spaces - and now transcribed
and typeset; interventions of a former presence and
imperfect too, for many of these remarks have been
cropped at the page edges so that some whole words
together with the ends of many more and odd 
fragments of their letters have disappeared into as 
it were the outer space of literature, where perhaps
there is no literature, or literature specifically does not
belong - and yet in most cases we can ‘read’ these 
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missing words and know very well what they say 
and mean: as it turns out literature is very capable 
of such travelling in outer space, whether we mean by
‘literature’ the finer arts of writing or words written
down for some other purpose or sheer fun. The term
‘marginalia’ is entirely neutral in this respect although
it is surely not to Nick Thurston’s purpose to offer 
his annotations as literature in the grander sense.
Reading the Remove of Literature will be largely regarded 
in the genre of the ‘artist’s book’ and yet a display of
its artistry would be self-defeating. 

The reviewer’s difficulty is that Thurston’s marginalia
are of such specific shape and placement that they 
will be significantly altered if lifted for quotation.
Thurston has already refused such alteration, choosing
to reproduce them as they were originally recorded -
they are squeezed on the pages at erratic and 
awkward angles, they disappear off the page or into
the gutter, they are sometimes written around the 
textual residua with pleasant confusion; they overlap
and are juxtaposed, their significance enlarged by 
contiguity; arrows are drawn to connect one with
another, creating an indefinable syntax as they 
navigate the page, and sometimes the arrows point 
to drawn circular or oval rings which have transmuted
into tiny empty speech bubbles. The remarks vary 
from stray reflections and queries (ranging from ‘Q:
writer + reader relate differently to this absence?’ 
to the imponderable ‘Q: What defo?’) to densely-
argued comments which in the context, or lack of it,
sometimes seem maddeningly indeterminate; they
ghost the deleted text as a perpetual reminder that 
this is an edition, of sorts, of an absent writing which
proposes absence as the condition of its composition -
in the face of which they delight in their own 
irregular presence. But they cannot be abstracted 
without damage from the pages they belong to: they
demand to be seen in only that place in which they 
are visually embedded and embodied. If the textual
angularities are sometimes reminiscent of the crafted
poems of Susan Howe the resemblance is superficial.
Thurston’s text is unmediated by aesthetic or editorial
decision - the typography approximates as best it can
the impatience and imprecisions of the note-making
hand and we feel its urgency, its sprawl and scrawl. 
A remark on page 242 reflects ‘The work cannot be
aestheticised - it is not principally aesthetic in it’s 
(sense of) self ’. There are words which are occasionally
misspelt (‘abssence’ loses its double ‘s’ after its first
appearance), some regularly (‘nihlistic’, ‘shaddows’),
some gloriously (‘voiceferous’, ‘invisbible’); some are
clearly momentary slips of the pen happily preserved,
such as  ‘death must over come me + I must be billing
to enable that song’.  There’s no doubting Thurston
wrote these remarks on a particular copy of a book

and fitted them where he could: now they are 
documented in that fitting and the writer/reader is 
no longer present.

So that we the readers are left to read his reading. 
To view these full and empty pages. To smile or to 
fear or to puzzle. To turn this book around in our
hands (since it cannot be read from one fixed angle)
and consider what kind of codex it is which so
announces absence in its physical presence. To look 
at its speckled fore-edge, the telltale traces of a text
breaking out of its prison. We no more know what
Thurston thinks about his marginalia than we know
the extent to which we are reading or ‘reading’
Blanchot. Any of these pages may be seen as a figure
of the unstable ‘I’ in relation to a world as indifferent
to its real or imagined existence as to its written and
unwritten reflections. How much is ‘subjectivity mine
to decide’? Sometimes Thurston clearly paraphrases
and elaborates but he also likes to quarrel with his
source. In one place ‘then logically, so is falsehood’, 
in another ‘could still live in absolute despair’. For
some reason I particularly enjoy the little bent arrow
on page 38 pointing to the words ‘surely it couldn’t’.

The book has its temptations. Sometimes I want to
draw all over these erased pages, maybe stick in 
some bits of collage. Or, in response to the marginalia,
fill it all in with new text - and then, having erased 
the marginalia, publish this as a reprint. But suppose 
I then finally look at the Nebraska edition - and let’s
not forget Borges’ man who wrote Don Quixote - 
I may discover I’m the author of L’Espace littéraire.

Nick Thurston’s Reading the Remove of Literature, was
published by Information As Material, York 2006,
(£19.50 incl. p&p) www.informationasmaterial.com

Alan Halsey: 
Alan Halsey’s text-graphic work Memory Screen was
shown at the Bury Text Festival in 2005. His books
include The Text of Shelley’s Death (Five Seasons 1995),
Marginalien, a collection of poems, prose & graphics
1988-2004 (Five Seasons 2005) and Not Everything
Remotely, selected poems (Salt 2006). 

Granary Books published his collaboration with Steve
McCaffery, Paradigm of the Tinctures, in 2007. He is the
editor of West House Books.
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ARTIST’S PAGE CONTRIBUTORS

Joan Ainley: (Page 27) has been described as an 
enigmatic artist whose practice includes installations, 
editions, multiples and unique pieces. One of her 
particular interests is with the permanence of the
apparently ephemeral and the use of camouflage not
to conceal but as an agent to focus attention. Making
connections and linking the past, present and future
are central to her work in which leitmotifs include
peace, pilgrimage, recollection and memory, both 
public and personal.  

SEARCH: RECALL REFLECT REMEMBER is 
associated with work promoted by Kerry Harker
together with Pippa Hale as part of their Vitrine 
project. It was produced in an edition of 100, made to
celebrate the sixtieth anniversary of peace at the end of
WW2, initially installed at Leeds City Art Gallery and
Leeds Station and closing with an exhibition in Berlin.
This formed the start of an ongoing body of work 
covering the period 2007-14 in a series of installations,
exhibitions and publications related to WW1 and
WW2. An artist’s book of the same title has been 
purchased for Tate Britain. Another of Ainley’s 
projects is ‘Global Drawing’.  The latest installation in
this series was made in Vilnius by curator Jennie Syson
who selected SEARCH for inclusion in Extreme Crafts,
Lithuania, and the next is scheduled for The North
Pole to be carried by solo polar explorer Ann Daniels.
Ainley is also exploring venues for an installation of
1000 individually camouflaged poppies.  
She is a member of RGAP (www.rgap.co.uk). 

Jackie Batey: (Page 56, opposite) I have been 
producing limited edition hand made artists’ books 
and multiples for around ten years under the name of
Damp Flat Books. I mainly produce books and zines for
collections and libraries, as well as specialist bookshops.
My books in appear in many collections including: 
The V&A, Tate Britain, Centre for Fine Print
Research, Bristol; Joan Flasch Artists’ Book Collection,
Chicago; The Arthur and Mata Jaffe Collection,
Florida; Golda-Meir Library, Wisconsin; The Yale
Centre for British Art, Connecticut; and the Barnard
College Library, New York. My books have been 
exhibited widely and currently I have books on show in
Winchester, Australia, Kentucky and Washington.
Recently I decided to make a serial zine called Future
Fantasteek! I create 2 issues a year, of only 50 copies.
This zine is now held in UK collections and in archives
in 27 US states.

The Evil Pet Shop: this image is a combination of drawn
elements from my zine Future Fantasteek!. This zine came
about because I scribble as a way of coping with a long
commute to work (I’m head of second year Illustration
at the University of Portsmouth). I noticed that my
drawings were generally a visual rant about what had
happened that day or week. Over the years I’ve filled
up many sketchbooks with images drawn in the form 
of fake advertisements or patronising advice - buy an
‘evil-pet’ or a machine for generating stupid ideas. 
(My sketchbooks and roughs can also be viewed on my
website).

Themes keep reappearing - I seem to get irritated by
broken machines, rude people, apathy and quick fixes,
fake medical promises, advertisements and on...
Strangely enough, drawing down everything that made
me mad, made me smile more. Future Fantasteek! is full
of everything that’s wrong with modern living, modern
people and going to work - The Damp Flat Research
Facilities have wasted no time in bringing you the most
up to date advice along with plausible excuses that can
be proffered for any event. www.dampflat.com
Jackie.batey@ntlworld.com
To see more of my zines go to:
www.dampflat.com/DAMPFLAT/books/zine/

Manya Doñaque: (Page 58) I am a multimedia artist,
interested in themes surrounding life and death issues, I
quite often incorporate ‘the body’ into my work as well
as found objects. I have a special interest in alchemy as
a transmuting agent.Currently I am a Lecturer at
Bradford School of Art where I teach Printmaking and
Bookmaking amongst other subjects. As part of my
practice I produce prints, multiples, artists’ books and
installations.

The page I have created for The Blue Notebook was
inspired by my memories of the last days I spent 
with my father before he passed away. I have mixed
techniques and combined drawing by perforating the
paper, embossing and sewing with my own hair, as well
as incorporating found objects, like the negatives and
the butterfly wing. As with them my memories will stay
with me without fading away completely.

Some of my recent exhibitions include:

Feb 2007-March 2008, 6th British International Print
Exhibition, Touring, UK and Northern Ireland.
Oct 2007-Jan 2008, Small Print-Big Impression,
International Miniprint UK, Touring Exhibition.
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Aug 2007, 4th International Engraving Biennial of Douro,
Portugal.
June-July 2007, Imprint, Leeds, UK.
July 2007, Sitting Room, a Touring Exhibition of Artists’
Books, UK.
March 2007, 10th International Contemporary Artist’s Book
Fair, UK.
March 2007, ‘Pages’ Special Collections Exhibition, UK.
May 2007, Regenerator, Altered Books Project, UK.
Dec 2006, 8th International Book Art Festival ‘TIME’,
Honorary mention of the jury, Book Museum, Poland.
Sept 2006, The First Manchester Artist’s Book Fair, UK.
May 2006, Fourth International Artist’s Book Exhibition,
Hungary.
m.donaque@bradfordcollege.ac.uk
manyadonaque@hotmail.com 

Helen Murgatroyd: (Cover, TBN Artist’s Badge 
and endpage 61 logo image) I am a recent graduate 
interested in the role of drawing within graphic 
design. Through self-directed study I am investigating
how we, as humans, relate to formats of graphic
design, with drawing being the centre point, and the
outcomes becoming information design. Alongside my
self-directed study I carry out freelance design and 
illustration. In the future I would like to deliver the
post for the ‘Royal Mail’ and study on an MA course.
Mob: 07929491829 
nelehmurg@hotmail.com  
www.helenmurgatroyd.co.uk

Amin Musa: (Page 4) works in Graphic Design. 
He over-analyses situations and is a passionate 
list maker. When a brief doesn’t allow room for 
self-expression, he produces books which explore 
(and sometimes intertwine) themes of his interests 
in love, escapism, music, and optimism. 
aminos@aminmusa.co.uk
www.aminmusa.co.uk
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REFEREES’ BIOGRAPHIES

Maria Fusco is a writer, critic and editor, currently
programme leader for the new MFA Art Writing at
Goldsmiths College in London. Her research interests
centre around the distributive, networks of association
and ensuing cultural seepage that inform and 
invigorate contemporary art writing, with a particular
interest in self/independent visual arts publishing. 
She regularly contributes to international visual arts
magazines and journals, edited Put About: A Critical
Anthology on Independent Publishing, also convening an
accompanying conference at Tate Modern. She is
the editor-in-chief of The Happy Hypocrite, a new 
journal for an about experimental writing within 
visual art.

Susan Johanknecht is an artist and writer working
under the imprint of Gefn Press. She is interested in
the book as a site for poetic and collaborative practice.
Her upcoming project Cunning Chapters co-curated 
with Katharine Meynell, is a series of artists’ chapters
thematically linked by ideological concerns of ‘well
madeness’, loss and conservation in the production of
art work, using a combination of technologies. It will
be launched at the British Library in October 2007. 

A retrospective of the Gefn Press is currently being
held at the Bailey/Howe Library, University of
Vermont and this will tour to Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, in Autumn 2008. Susan
Johanknecht is Subject Leader of MA Book Arts at
Camberwell College of Arts, University of the Arts
London.

Paulo Silveira (b.1958) lives in Porto Alegre, Brazil. 
He has degrees in; Fine Art (drawing and painting) and
Communications, and a Masters degree in Visual Arts
History, Theory and Criticism, from the Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS). 

He is currently completing his PhD at the same 
institution after doing field research in Paris. Paulo is
the coordinator of the publishing section of Editora da
UFRGS, the author of the artists’ books publication 
A página violada, 2001, and regularly writes articles on
contemporary art and the artist’s book. He is a 
member (heading the artists’ books section) of the
research group Veículos da Arte - Vehicles of Art.

Buzz Spector is an artist and critical writer. His work
makes frequent use of the book, both as subject and
object, and is concerned with relationships between
public history, individual memory, and perception. 
He has exhibited nationally and internationally, and
has written numerous critical essays and reviews. 
Spector was a co-founder of WhiteWalls, a magazine of

writings by artists, in Chicago in 1978, and served as
the publication’s editor until 1987. Since then he has
written extensively on topics in contemporary art and
culture, and has contributed reviews and essays to a
number of publications, including American Craft,
Artforum, Art Issues, Dialogue, Exposure, New Art Examiner,
and Visions. He is the author of The Book Maker’s Desire,
critical essays on topics in contemporary art and 
artists’ books (Umbrella Editions, 1995), and numerous 
exhibition catalogue essays, including Ann Hamilton: 
Sao Paulo - Seattle (University of Washington Press,
1992), and Dieter Roth (University of Iowa Museum 
of Art, 1999). 

Buzz Spector is based at the Department of Art at
Cornell University, USA. 

Tom Trusky Tom Trusky is head of the Hemingway
Western Studies Center at Boise State University. The
Center, though named after the writer, is devoted to
Western American cultures. It houses the Idaho Film
Collection; a unique state archive of silent and talkie
feature films shot in the state, and also hosts The Idaho
Center for the Book; an affiliate of the Library of
Congress Center for the Book. Trusky, a Professor of
English, manages these fiefdoms, teaches Book Arts
courses, and focuses his research efforts on self-taught,
likely autistic artist/bookmaker James Castle (1899-
1977) and silent film maker Nell Shipman (1892-1970). 
Tom Trusky’s forthcoming essay, “Book Arts at Boise
State University,” will appear in The Bonefolder 
Volume 4, No.1, Fall 2007
www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder

Ulrike Stoltz is an artist who lives and works in
Germany and Italy. Her focus is on books, typography,
installations, texts and more. Ulrike is the Professor for
Typography and Book Art and Design at the
Hochschule für Bildende Kuenste Braunschweig,
Germany (University of Art and Design,
Braunschweig). 

Co-founder and member of Unica T (“a ficticious 
person making real books”) until the group split up in
2001. She has continued in artistic collaboration for 20
years with Uta Schneider as usus. www.boatbook.de

Trans-lation: Dem Möglichkeitssinn Fläche, Raum und Stimme
geben / Lending surface, space and voice to the sense of
possibility. A major exhibition of new works by USUS,
Uta Schneider and Ulrike Stoltz, was shown at the
Klingspor Museum, Offenbach am Main, Germany,
August 2007. A bilingual catalogue (German/English)
is available, for more info email: usus@boatbook.de

 



Volume 2  No.2 comes out in April 2008
and includes essays by: 

Tennille Shuster
Emily Artinian
Mike Nicholson and Martin Antonetti
and more…

To subscribe, please visit:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookpub.htm
or email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk 
for a subscription form.

The annual subscription includes two issues,
online access, an artist’s badge specially 
commissioned for The Blue Notebook and 
some lovely stickers.
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